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Conservatives must revive the dementia tax 
James Kirkup 

With growing cross-party support for a progressive way of funding care, those who inherit should foot more of the bill 

Election campaigns are the worst time to make new policies. Witness the fact that the two most distinctive policies of the 2017 election were both 
abandoned by their creators. Theresa May ditched her social care plans within days of them being branded a dementia tax. Jeremy Corbyn took longer 

to walk away from his promises over student debt but wiping out up to £100 billion in loans is now off the Labour agenda. 

The story of those two policies, one unpopular, the other a political success, says something demoralising about British politics, or perhaps British 

voters. Progressive policies are really hard to sell. 

Most people would say that progressive policies are good, where progressive means people with more money shouldering more of the burden of 

paying for things, and those with less money getting more help from the state. 

That unpopular Tory care policy was progressive. By lifting the cap on what someone’s estate would pay towards the cost of their care it put more of 

the burden of paying for that care on people who inherit houses and money, and thus reduced the burden on workers, including those on low wages. 

That popular Labour tuition fees policy was regressive. By paying the fees of everyone who goes to university from general taxation Labour would 

ask low-paid non-graduates to fund the studies of young people whose family wealth and future earnings could easily cover that cost. 

Such middle-class welfarism was not an accident or an aberration for Labour. The party also defended handouts to wealthy older people as well as 

winter fuel payments and a triple lock that would be funded in part by poor young people. Perhaps the Labour gains among richer, older, better-

educated voters aren’t so surprising after all. And let’s not even talk about the regressive impact on the poorest Britons if Mr Corbyn, that fifth-

column Brexiteer, helps take the UK out of the single market and customs union. 

For all Mrs May’s good intentions before the election, the Tories have little to be proud of when it comes to progressive policies. Their plans, like 

Labour’s, will bear more heavily on the poor than on the rich. That’s because both parties remain committed to most of the welfare cuts George 

Osborne announced in 2015. Those cuts have yet to really bite but they will leave many of the working poor (that phrase is vital because it’s too 

easily forgotten that many benefits claimants are in work) significantly worse off. 

If the wage squeeze was the story Westminster missed during the election, cuts to in-work benefits could be the next surprise that the political class 

doesn’t see coming. 

Benefits will fall because the government will try to balance the books and match income to spending. This takes us back to the Tory care plan. It 

removed the cap on individual care costs and shifted the burden onto individuals with means — or rather, onto their estates. That would end the 

“social insurance” aspect of care, in which we all pay to protect each other from harmful costs, which sounds nice until you think about what it 
means. It means that poor people pay more than they might otherwise (both in taxes and benefits lost) so that richer ones (or to be precise, the kids 

who inherit their houses) pay a bit less than they might have done. 

So at the heart of the “dementia tax” mess, buried beneath the anger, mis-selling and campaign hysteria, there was a principle worth remembering 

when, as she eventually must, Mrs May tries again to grasp the nettle of rising social care costs. 

She could find more support than many would expect. Since the election I’ve heard Conservative and Labour MPs alike privately suggest that the 

Tory care plan was better than the political noise suggested. There may yet be a “progressive alliance” in parliament in support of a care policy that 

puts a bit more of the burden on people inheriting property and a little less on those whose incomes make owning their own home a fantasy. 

Realistically, a cap on care costs is the only way to deal with the “lottery” risk arising from different sorts of death: a sudden end from, say, a heart 
attack incurs little or no cost, but a lingering demise from dementia means a huge bill. But instead of finding those pooled costs from general taxation 

the money could come from new taxes on inherited (in other words unearned) wealth. 

Perhaps that could be a higher rate of inheritance tax, or a lower starting threshold for paying it. I know inheritance tax isn’t popular these days but it 

should be. In an age of anger at the unfair concentration of wealth and privilege there could be rewards for the politician brave enough to state plainly 

that the children of wealthy parents should pay more from their windfalls, just as dangerous radicals including Adam Smith and Winston Churchill 

thought they should, so that the working poor pay less. 

Another way to fund that social insurance from the housing assets of the wealthy would be a capital gains tax at death: the earned value of the 

property would be untouched and passed on while the unearned growth in value would be taxed. 

Either option would produce howls of outrage and new attempts at avoidance but that doesn’t change the fact that this is the right way to fund care. 

Geese must be plucked even though they hiss. 



The method matters less than the principle. People with more should pay more for care, so people with less can pay less. As Mr Corbyn buries his 

regressive student debt promise, Mrs May’s progressive dementia tax should rise from the grave. 
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